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Abstra t
This arti el presents a server assisted authenti ation proto ol for RSA signature
and two

ryptanalysis of the proto ol.

An improved proto ol is also proposed for ex-

tending the previous server assisted authenti ation proto ol for RSA signature to dete t
the one-round a tive atta k.
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Introdu tion

The RSA s heme is one of the most popular digital signature algorithms [2, 10℄. The se urity
of this s heme is based on solving the fa toring problem. We brie y introdu e the RSA
signature s heme as follows. Suppose a modulus goes n = p  q, where p and q are two
large primes. On the other hand, e and d denote a signer's publi key and private key,
respe tively, su h that e  d mod (n)  1, where (n) = (p 1)(q 1). The RSA signature
of a message M is S = M d mod n. The signature veri ation is performed by he king the
equation M = S e mod n.
To rea h a high se urity standard, d, n, and M are usually set to be 512 bits or 1024 bits.
It is a heavy load of omputation for a lient (e.g. terminal, personal omputer, or smart
ard). To make things easier, Matsumoto et al. proposed a variety of proto ols to speed
up se ret omputations by making good use of the omputing power of auxiliary devi es
in small pie es of omputing equipment, su h as a smart ard [9℄. For example, a smart
ard fa ing the task of al ulating an RSA signature (M d mod n) requires the omputational
assistan e from a powerful server. Sin e then, several studies have been proposed to address
this problem [3, 5, 6, 7, 8℄. Anderson tried a one-round a tive atta k on Matsumoto et al.'s
proto ol [1℄ and showed that this atta k ould dis lose the private key d of the lient by
way of the server. However, Hwang pointed out Anderson's atta k an be easily dete ted
by the lient ( ardholder) and proposed another atta k on Matsumotot et al.'s proto ol [4℄.
In this arti le, we shall not only propose a revised version of Matsumoto et al.'s proto ol,
but also propose a dete ting method against Anderson's and Hwang's atta ks. We show
that their atta king method also an be easily dete ted by the lient.
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II

Review of Matsumoto et al.'s Proto ol

In this se tion, we shall brie y review Matsumoto et al.'s proto ol [9℄, and Anderson's
ryptanalysis [1℄ and Hwang's ryptanalysis of Matsumoto et al.'s proto ol [4℄.
2.1

Matsumoto et al.'s Proto ol

Assume that a lient wants to obtain a digital signature S = M d mod n, where M is a
message, d is the lient's private RSA key, and n is the lient's publi modulus.
1. The lient randomly breaks down d as follows.

d=

k
X
i=0

di wi mod (n);

(1)

where (n) is the Euler quotient fun tion, D = [d0 ; d1 ; d2 ; : : : ; dk ℄ denotes a set of
integer ve tors where 1  di < n, and W = [w0 ; w1 ; w2 ; : : : ; wk ℄ is a set of binary
weight ve tors.
2. The lient sends M , D, and n to the server.
3. After re eiving (M , D, n), the server omputes the following integer ve tors Z =
[z0 ; z1 ; z2 ; : : : ; zk ℄, and sends them to the lient.

zi = M di mod n; fori = 1; :::; k:

(2)

4. After re eiving Z , the lient an derive the signature S from the following equation.

S=
2.2

Yk
wi =1

zi :

(3)

Anderson's Cryptanalysis

In this ryptanalysis [1℄, Anderson pointed out that Matsumoto et al.'s proto ol ould
in fa t not withstand the one-round a tive atta k and that the server would dis lose the
private key d of the lient. The ryptanalysis an be brie y des ribed as follows. Instead
of Equation (2), the server sends zi = pi r to the lient, where r is a random number and
pi s are random primes hosen so that their produ t is less than n. Thus, when the server
re eives S
Q, he/she an dis lose the private key d by repeatedly dividing it by r until the
result is wi =1 pi, whi h is no longer divisible by r, thus obtaining wi and hen e d.
2.3

Hwang's Cryptanalysis

Although Anderson proposed a one-round atta k on Matsumoto et al.'s proto ol, his atta king method an be easily dete ted by the lient [4℄. Therefore, Hwang proposed another
atta k as follows. Instead of Equation (2), the server sends zi = pi ri to the lient, where ri s
are a set of random numbers and pi s are unique primes so that they satisfy two onditions:
one is that their produ t must be less than n, and the other is that all ri s an not be divided
by pj s. When the server re eives S , he/she an dis lose the private key d by adding together
those di for whi h S mod pi = 0. Sin e S mod pi = 0, it implies that wi = 1. Therefore,
the server an easily dis lose the d by adding those di .
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III

Improved Proto ol

In this se tion, we shall propose an improved server assisted authenti ation proto ol for
dete ting error ve tors to over ome the ryptanalysis in the above se tion. The improved
proto ol is similar to Matsumoto et al.'s proto ol. The rst step of Matsumoto et al.'s
proto ol is modi ed as follows.
1. The lient randomly breaks down d as follows.

d=

k
X
i=0

di wi mod (n);

(4)

where (n) is the Euler quotient fun tion, D = [d0 ; d1 ; d2 ; : : : ; dk ℄ = [20 ; 21 ; 22 ; : : : ; 2k ℄
is a set of integer ve tors where 1  di < n, and W = [w0 ; w1 ; w2 ; : : : ; wk ℄ is a set of
binary weight ve tors.
We give an example for Step 1. Any value d an be broken using Equation (4). Assume
that d is equal to 53. Then, D = [1; 2; 4; 8; 16; 32℄ and W = [1; 0; 1; 0; 1; 1℄.
To over ome both of Anderson's and Hwang's atta ks, we propose a dete ting method
to dete t the returned error ve tors zi based on our improved proto ol.
Dete ting Method:

When the lient re eives Z from the server, the lient he ks if zi+1 = zi 2 for Z . If all the
results are orre t, the lient an derive the signature S . Otherwise, the lient asks the
server to re- ompute zi and return it.
IV

Dis ussions and Con lusions

A ording to our dete ting method, both of Anderson's and Hwang's atta ks an be dete ted
by the lient. Then, the lient an require that the server re- ompute the ve tors and
send them ba k. Hen e, Anderson's and Hwang's atta ks an do no harm to our proposed
proto ol. However, some might have doubts as to the eÆ ien y of our proto ol. For example,
in our proto ol, the lient must generate the integer ve tors D = [20 ; 21 ; 22 ; : : : ; 2k ℄, whi h
at rst glan e seems like a diÆ ult task.
In fa t, the work is very easy to do be ause all we have to do here is only multiply the
previous number by 2 su essively. Others might think that it is a big burden for the lient
to ompute the exponential zi 2 in our dete ting method. The truth is that the work is also
very easy to do be ause it is nothing more than multipli ation.
In this arti le, we have shown that Matsumoto et al.'s proto ol annot withstand the oneround a tive atta k a ording to Anderson's and Hwang's Cryptanalysis. To strengthen this
weakness, a revised proto ol, whi h is a slight modi ation of Matsumoto et al.'s proto ol,
is proposed. Furthermore, the revised proto ol an dete t error ve tors sent from the server.
The proto ol an also speed up se ret omputations using the omputing power of auxiliary
devi es the same way Matsumoto et al.'s proto ol does.
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